
Five Star Farms-the Tennant’s 

Stan Tennant 

Maggie and Stan Tennant purchased the land for a home and subsequent farm in 1986 
just north of Greensboro.  With 5 children, Five Star Farms sounded like a good name 
and this adventure began.  We started with a small commercial Angus herd.  Josh, 
Phillip and Ben decided that they wanted to show cattle as part of a 4-H project.  
Our first two heifers shared between 3 small boys were purchased at the first West 
Virginia Beef Expo in 1992 by one of Stan's pharmacy mentor's, Bill Hammett of St. 
Mary's, WV. 

 

WVU Lucy, Grand Champion of that beef expo, and WVU Queen were both good cows but 
importantly they had 15 calves on time between them with only 14 straws of semen. 
Not all of our show heifers were this fertile but over the next 10 years we were 
committed to an entirely AI breeding program.   
 

We had enough success in the show ring to keep our enthusiasm alive.  Jim Scarlett 
helped us clip our first heifers before the state fair that year and our families 
have remained close ever since.  The other families of the NC Junior Angus 

Association traveled together as well and lasting friendships remain. 
 
As the boys aged out, Emily took over with a true love of Angus cattle.  The 
greatest achievement of the farm occurred when Emily was crowned Miss American Angus 
in 2006. 
 
This adventure has taught us many things.  Our 5 stars really were the most 
important to us.  Good structurally sound cattle that perform are valuable and make 
life easy.  An AI calf is more valuable than one from a herd sire.  A small 
operation can do a few things really well but the effort to try to do all things 
might not be worth it and can easily get frustrating.  Angus cattle and kids go 
together well.  The right stocking rate for a farm is for the wise. Our goal is 
balanced EPD's from pathfinder sires. 
 
We sell a few cow/calf pairs and bred heifers off of the farm.  We will sell the 
best of our bull calves as herd sires but steer many that don't meet our standards.  
We are still learning but we are happy to share what has worked for us.  
 
Emily and John Barnes were married on December 28, 2013.  The collective Angus 
talent they share with the family confirms that Five Star Farms will continue to 
shine. 
 

 


